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NanoBionics Testimonials

John Moore,
I applied the NanoBionics AG-P to the driver's side only of
my windshield in June 2005. Since then, I have driven
about 25,000 miles all over the eastern half of the United
States, and have observed various benefits on the treated
side of the glass.
Driving through the torrential rains and black clouds of a
tornadic thunderstorm on I-75 in Kentucky last summer, I
was shocked to be able to see clearly ahead of me with
the wipers on. I was able to keep driving and get to
shelter. Normal night driving seems clearer, also.
Swarms of white and yellow moths pasted themselves to my
car (30 minutes after washing) up in Minot, ND.
I only wish the rest of the car had Nanotec on it for the
time savings I realized from the treated half of glass.
We recently had our annual ice storm in Atlanta, GA.
I had to get to a job quick, so I turned my wipers on to at
least a quarter inch thick ice build-up, which slid off
immediately from the NanoBionics treated side. The other
had to be defrosted and removed the old-fashioned way.
In general, since my car doesn't stay in one place long
enough to wash very often, I have observed the build-up of
debris and grime is substantially less on the treated side
in comparison to the rest of the vehicle.
Thank you for sharing this product and opportunity with
myself and your fellow Americans. Thank you for saving the
world from R__n-X.
Best Regards,
Karen Rambow
Rambow's Glass Repair
Atlanta, GA

===this stuff works !!!!
This morning was a slushy ride to work-------and I did not
use my window washer once-----my wipers would go once every
4-5 min for one sweep----and----a CLEAN window.
Regards,
Mr. Mostowy
Montreal

“Your treatments are Bad to the Bone”
Hey John just wanted to let you know even the F&I guy at my
Mercedes Dealership said “Damn Raymond, that stuff really
does make the rain repel off the glass!”
I
ML,
and
his

used the NanoBionics Soft Polish on my friends Mercedes
it is amazing how much stuff I removed from the windows
this was a new truck. I did notice better function on
windows after polishing them first, you were right.

I am ready to start offering NanoBionics services to my
Bentley Store now.
Oh yeah, my police officer friend said he loves the stuff,
he keeps telling me about watching the little balls of rain
shoot across the glass when he drives on the highway lol.
Thanks again for providing such a great product, the
windshield repair industry has needed something that
actually does what it is advertised to do.
Glas-Weld of New Jersey

John,
Since applying the NanoBionics AG-P to my 2004 Grand Prix 6
months ago, I still find myself anticipating the next rain
storm that can rival the performance of the AG-P
application. In both summer and winter seasons it has
surpassed my expectations and allowed me to drive with
little need of the wiper system when traveling above 40
mph.
I find myself looking at adjacent drivers wondering if they
notice I'm not using my wipers and the windshield is still
perfectly clear enough to drive, even when traveling below
40 mp. The NanoBionics treatment seems to repel moisture to
the point that it is barely visible on my windscreen down
to freezing temperatures..
In the subzero temperatures of Michigan it causes ice to
quickly separate from the applied area in less time than
would normally be required to clear the windshield with
defrosting. I don’t know how to express how well it works
other than to say you have to try it!
Hands down, this is the most impressive demonstration of
nano-technology that everyone can experience!
John Rambow
Sr. Systems Engr.

Feedback from a client of Karen Rambo
1/14/2006
Certified Installer of NanoBionics Smart Surface Treatments
Karen,
Wanted to let you know how the NanoBionics AG has been working for me.
Outstanding!! As you know I live on the beach and get a terrible corrosive film on
my car windows that just doesn't come off no matter what I use. Since you put
on the NanoBionics AG the change is incredible and best yet, the film hasn't
come back.
All I do now is rinse off the car and it's completely clear.
You did my plastic on the mirrors too and that has stayed as well.
What really amazes me is that you did it at least a year ago.
Thanks again
J Gaye Wright
Gulf Shores, Alabama

Joanna Cowles Parkway Ford, Virginia
Thank you so much for treating the windows on my new F150 before the snow
started falling. You were right, the snow was repelled from the glass, and the
road salt was truly easy to clean off with water. We had that heavy thunderstorm
last week, it was amazing how well your product repels the rain. I cannot wait to
start offering it to my clients when they sit up to the aftermarket desk. I know they
will want it installed on their new vehicles.
Thanks again, your stuff is the best.
Joanna, Aftermarket Sales Manager

The USMC Platoon in Baghdad
Mr. Moore

A brief note to let you know we have found your NanoBionics treatments to
function and hold up well to the severe conditions here in Iraq. The night visibility
has improved as you stated it would after we treated the glass and plastic
windows.
As you advised, the treated glass and plastic repelled the rains and muddy water.
We will forward our findings up the ranks.
Thank you again for the donation of NanoBionics treatments to my unit.
Master Sgt. Orsi, USMC

Hi John,
I purchased the 50.00 kit a couple of months ago from you and finally got a chance to
put it on the car (rear window, all four door and front windshield). Simply put this stuff
is amazing - the first rainstorm I got caught it the water was blowing off the front
windshield at 60 mph without using the wipers. The side windows were almost
completely dry. When I pulled the car in the garage there were hardly any water spots
on the windows at all after it dried. I did notice at slow speeds that spray from vehicles in
front tended not to bead up and blow off. They did blow off when I used the wipers
though.
One of the other benefits I've noticed is that pollen tends to blow off the windshield -- I
don't need to use the washers to clean the glass at all.
Thanks for a truly great product.
Bobby Kansal

Mr. Moore,
I have only one issue with your NanoBionics Paint treatment, the water does not stay on
my BMW long enough to wash it. ☺ I drove to the local car wash facility last week to
show off the NanoBionic function. The guys could not believe their eyes, they will be
calling to place an order and sign up as a NanoBionic Car Station.
My Black BMW 740 has never looked this good and so easy to keep clean. My son is
glad he removed the Zaino Brothers sealant and made his paint NanoBionic. He likes the
fact that Dad’s car no longer looks better than his☺
You have definitely changed the future of Automotive Surface Protection.
Thanks again,
Dave

Mr. Moore,
The NanoBionics treatment you installed on our Fire Boat has made a tremendous
difference in safer operations and faster cleaned-up after returning from a call. We
responded to a boat in trouble call during a heavy storm. Once underway it was amazing
how the rain just blew off the aft and forward cabin windows. We also had better
visibility with the roof mounted camera since you treated the lens.
It is also easier to clean the dead bugs and bird mess off the Nano-treated windows.
R. OWL VFD
Dear John,
Considering I live in the high desert, I probably
won't get a chance to see the Nanobionic function in heavy rain. We do
have a great deal of dust in Reno, though, and I've noticed that it
does not accumulate on the car the way it did before the treatment.
That works well for me, since I don't have to wash it as much. You
know, before I treated the car, I always put a little extra money in
the washer to extend my time.
Now with the treatment, I spray the car off so fast that I can clean
out my wheel wells and still have extra time--without the extra money.
Again, thanks for all your help,
Marsha

